Businesses need to Quickly Enable and Digitize Business Processes to increase operational efficiencies and gain a competitive edge.

MDO Fuse is a data driven business process platform that provides a low code-framework to rapidly build and deploy business apps on governed data. MDO Fuse provides a reliable data capture mechanism based on automation and intelligence. The platform comes with prepackaged business apps and extensions along with predefined content and rules for various data domains.

The platform has been designed by keeping enterprises in mind where there are multiple systems and complex processes. This includes security and other integration requirements.

**KEY BENEFITS:**

- Retire expensive Process Platforms and bespoke Systems
- Reduce the footprint of multiple cloud applications for discrete operational process
- One place to share reference data from source system and reducing integration points
- Enable your Analysts and Business Teams to design their own processes with minimum IT involvement
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App Development

There are various kinds of applications that be design and deployed with the Fuse.

Core Business Process Applications - Core Operational Process Applications can be designed on Fuse with practically no code. The apps can be applied to any processes related to HR, Sales or manufacturing processes.

Mobile Apps - Mobility has always been an area where you can get immediate return in terms of efficiency and process improvements. The Platform allows to quickly design and deploy these mobile applications in the field, giving them greater access to information.

Partner Applications - It is increasingly common to get information and collaborate with your partners in real time, these can be your contractors, dealers, customers and suppliers. As we are interacting globally, the multilingual features allow you to interact in their own local languages.

Analytics Apps - These are Analytics apps, which can be designed based on various information retrieved from sources, that can be cloud or on-premise systems.

Excel Based Apps - We all love Excel. Create intuitive apps with an Excel Front-end and the power of Fuse, and they can be offline.

Fuse Tools

Layout Builder - Build your layouts with easy drag and drop features.

FlowMap - Configure simple and complex workflows with a visual interface. Defined various processes based on events and API, and integrate them back to your enterprise and cloud systems.

DQ Engine - Use the Data Quality (DQ) engine to validate data in forms, mdo has a strong data governance layer, the Fuse platform can leverage this layer to ensure data quality. AI based rules are also defined as a part of the solution.

Security - A data driven security model, with privacy compliance to help manage sensitive data.

Process Integrator - Use the Process Integrator to integrate with various systems, additionally, SAP Cloud Platform can also be used to integrate with pre-configured adapters.

Microsoft Teams - Integrate various areas of Fuse with Microsoft Teams to improve collaboration.

SAP Fiori Launchpad - MDO can use the SAP Fiori Launchpad to trigger the processes with other SAP applications.

Mass Data Capture - Use intuitive XcelConnect for mass capture of data using Fuse.

Fuse for SAP

Fuse for SAP can help simplify processes in SAP, that can take multiple screens and skills to process transactions. This can also include other systems, outside the core SAP System.

BENEFITS

- Simplify SAP Screens
- Create Easy Mass Layouts for SAP Transactions
- Enable Mobility for SAP
- Build Easy workflow based apps outside SAP and keep the development cost low